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Abstract
Throughout program execution, types may stabilize, variables may become constant, and code sections may turn out to be redundant—all information that is used by just-in-time (JIT) compilers to achieve peak performance. Yet, since JIT compilation is done on demand for individual code parts, global observations cannot be made. Moreover, global data analysis is an inherently expensive process, that collects information over large data sets. Thus, it is infeasible in dynamic compilers. With this project, we propose integrating data analysis into a dynamic runtime to speed up big data applications. The goal is to use the detailed run-time information for speculative compiler optimizations based on the shape and complexion of the data to improve performance.
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1 Motivation
The rise of big data inevitably brings new challenges for applications and hardware in terms of query complexity, processing capabilities, and database design [1, 2]. With more and faster main memory being available [3], in-memory data processing is more accessible than ever, to rid data-centric applications of I/O bottlenecks and to use the different cache layers efficiently [4, 5]. Those factors shift the burden of dealing with large datasets to programming languages and the underlying runtimes. Even more so, it is the developers’ responsibility to ensure that data queries are efficient.

Consider the query in Fig. 1. Assuming complete knowledge about the processed data, we could apply a number of performance improvements: We could reorder the conditions based on their selectivities, adapt the loop for predication [6], vectorization [7], and better cache utilization [8], or even apply prior transformations to the data (cf. Section 3). Developers, however, often do not have perfect information about the data. Hence, even recognizing any potential for hand-crafted optimizations is a non-trivial task.

The Graal Compiler [9, 10]—the dynamic JIT compiler of the polyglot Java platform GraalVM [11]—optimizes programs using run-time information. The Truffle framework[12] additionally allows guest-language integration via abstract syntax tree (AST) interpretation. To explore data analysis in the context of program optimization, we propose to embed a data analysis framework into GraalVM. Truffle already utilizes profiling information to boost performance of the otherwise “slow” interpreter via partial evaluation, but there is no comprehensive support for other forms of analyses yet.

While the collection of run-time metrics via Truffle is covered in a concurrently developing joint project and is not part of this particular work, we want to adapt the compilation process based on such a framework. By extracting data-specific information from the AST, we want to perform compiler optimizations on data-heavy applications.

```
for (row in db)
  if (row.x == 0 || row.y < 125) accm += row.z
```

Figure 1. A loop (“query”) to process data in a program

2 Problem
Data analysis encompasses a variety of techniques, applicable to a wide range of use cases. Databases accumulate data statistics to optimize queries [4]. Taint tracking tries to detect the abuse of untrusted data to prevent exploits [13]. Offline analyses of large data sets result in statistics and visualizations [14, 15]. Even compilers perform data flow analysis to improve application performance [16, 17].

Using data to optimize programs is not a novel idea and has been applied in runtime systems to specialize operations for observed input types, to determine high-level vectorization targets, or to reduce the memory footprint [18, 19]. Particularly dynamic languages are a favored target, due to their limited static information [20]. Also, polyhedral models\(^1\) are frequently applied in data science, speeding up image processing or deep learning via hardware-dependent optimizations [21]. Nevertheless, many of those approaches are limited to specific computational patterns and loop structures or offer APIs for optimized data handling [8, 21]. Zhang et al. [22] use Truffle to optimize query plans. However, they require using pragmas to explicitly highlight target loops—again shifting responsibility to the developer.

Large-scale object-level data analysis within a JIT compiler is often impossible due to its compile-time overhead as well as its scope, mostly limited to individual compilation units. Therefore, we argue that a combined approach—analysis

\(^1\)a mathematical framework for optimizing operations such as nested loops
without user interaction during interpretation and platform-specific optimizations during compilation—could counter the drawbacks of traditional data analysis and reveal new optimization potential. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research proposing a similar framework yet.

3 Approach

With this work, we focus on the compile-time dynamics that arise when using data analysis. We want to collect data-level information such as types and structures, accesses (memory reads, writes), value distributions, or query patterns (e.g., loops that filter/aggregate/transform data sets). While common compilers focus on structural optimizations such as loop unrolling [23] or auto-vectorization [7], we want to gather information about the data itself to enable further optimizations. Fig. 2 depicts the overall process:

1) Collection of run-time metrics is implemented in a joint project. There, we extend Truffle to enable object-level analysis without additional user input and accumulate metrics such as selectivity, access counters, and similar meta-data.

2) Truffle’s partial evaluator optimizes the AST and inlines most operations [11], transforming it into the intermediate representation Graal IR [16]. Hence, it acts as the primary interface between the interpreter and the compiler. As the AST represents control flow, but the collected information is data-based, we are limited to pattern detection and evaluation of stable information, e.g., uniformly observed data types or accumulated query metrics (selectivity, costs).

3) Most optimization work is done in the compiler. At this point, query patterns have been determined and corresponding metrics should be available, subsequently allowing us to aggressively speculate on the shape of the data when observing large, homogeneous data structures. In filter queries, we can reorder conditions to prioritize highly selective predicates. On previously transformed data structures, we can optimize accesses to remove any overhead and can use hardware-specific instructions. This includes extensive vectorization, to perform simultaneous computations on multiple data in linear memory. We can restructure nested loops to improve cache performance and further boost vectorization. If any of our assumptions are invalidated, we furthermore have to be able to return to the interpreter and to revert optimizations.

Figure 2. The proposed addition to the Graal compilation pipeline: Object-level analysis in the AST interpreter, preprocessing and encoding of analysis information into the IR at partial evaluation, and optimization of patterns and loops during compilation.
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Figure 3. Querying an array of structures

```
// Employee{int dept, double sal}
emps = /* N Employee array */
totalSal = 0
for (i = 0..N-1)
  if (emps.dept[i] == 100)
    totalSal += emps.sal[i]
```

Figure 4. Querying a structure of arrays

Prototype: Storage Transformation. For initial experiments, we implemented a prototype in SimpleLanguage [24]. SimpleLanguage is a Truffle research language that exhibits typical characteristics of purely dynamic, object-oriented languages, while also addressing most technologies and components within the Truffle framework. This prototype handles patterns such as depicted in Fig. 3, where a loop aggregates the salaries of an array of Employee objects for a specific department. We can optimize this by transforming the underlying storage representation from an array of structures (AoS) to a structure of arrays (SoA) [25]. Therefore, we provide an array implementation that tracks accesses to stored objects. When observing a large number of read accesses, an AoS transforms itself by generating property arrays from the individual objects’ properties. Subsequent access to the array is then rewired, effectively resulting in a query and memory layout as in Fig. 4. The benefits of this representation stem from the linear arrangement of the properties: Whereas the original representation involves object field accesses (neither in linear memory, nor cache-efficient), looping over object properties now effectively means iterating over arrays, thus ensuring better cache locality and enabling vectorization.

While transformation of the data takes place in the interpreter, our part of the project is to optimize the access to this data. Hence, we ensure that for any array access strictly either the fully optimized or the unoptimized version is compiled, with a state change (storage transformation) resulting in deoptimization and recompilation. This allows us to amortize the analysis overhead, e.g., by preventing bounds checks or null checks for the property arrays. In Fig. 4, this also means that we can extract loop-invariant parts (e.g., loading the base addresses of emps.sal, emps.dept). We perform
most of this work using compiler intrinsics as well as experimental compiler phases, detecting accesses into transformed structures within Graal IR by leveraging the known types and structures used in the transformed representations.

**Evaluation Methodology.** Work on this project is currently driven by improving performance on hand-crafted SimpleLanguage microbenchmarks. These focus on operations on large in-memory datasets of similar objects (akin to in-memory query processing). Figure 5 contains early results of this evaluation and shows the relative speedups of our implementation (cf. Section 3) in microbenchmarks over two query types. We measure the performance with and without compiler optimizations and for each also show the speedup without initial transformation overhead. This suggests that we are able to amortize the analysis costs via compiler optimizations. In the course of this project, we also aim at evaluating our approach with other data-centric open-source benchmarks running on Truffle languages.

**Figure 5.** SimpleLanguage microbenchmark results

4 Conclusion

Our project aims at leveraging analysis of large datasets in a dynamic compiler. By shifting the analysis part into the interpreter, we want to foster, simplify and speed up compiler optimizations, primarily focusing on data-heavy operations and queries. Our main goal is to achieve performance improvements for in-memory data processing applications—especially in dynamic languages—by speculating on the properties of data structures and queries, subsequently utilizing vectorization, loop transformations, and other platform-specific optimizations. Using Truffle, we aim to extend this process to polyglot applications, performing analysis and optimizations across language boundaries.
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